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GeoMx™ DSP Example Data Analysis

For this example, we will look at the path two colorectal cancer tissue samples took through the
GeoMxDSP workflow.

Background
Traditionally, patient survival in colorectal cancer is determined by presence in tumor, lymph node
or distant metastatic site but recent advances allow us to quantify immune cell activity in the tumor
to better predict patient survival. Generally, higher adaptive immune response in the tumor is
associated with prolonged survival and lower rates of relapse.

Microsatellite instability (MSI), caused by mutations in DNA mismatch repair proteins, is positively
prognostic for patients with colon cancer. Here, we show data for two CRC tissue slides, one which
isMS-instable (MSI, “CRC1”) and one which isMS-stable (MSS, “CRC59”).

Using DSP technology, we’d like to find out if there is a difference in immune response between the
tumor region versus the stroma region of each of these tissues.

NOTE: We cover Protein analysis in this example. RNA analysis will be covered in a
different example.

Slide Preparation

Channel Fluorophore Biological Target Color

FITC SYTO13 DNA (nuclei) Blue

Cy3 ALEXA 532 PanCK (tumor) Yellow

TexasRed ALEXA 594 CD45 (immune) Green

Cy5 custom CD68 (macrophage) Red

The slideswere prepared with the following staining reagents:

l GeoMxDSP Solid Tumor TMEMorphology Kit, Human

l Custom antibody against CD68

The slideswere then hybridized with the following probe kits:
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l Core Cell Profiling Kit

l Immune Activation StatusModule

l ImmuneCell TypingModule

l IODrug Target Module

l Pan-Tumor Module
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GeoMx DSP Run
Once the GeoMx DSP Solid Tumor TME Morphology Configuration File was uploaded into
the system (in the Scan Parameters window), the Channel Settings automatically filled with the
default settings. Recall that a custom stain was added which does not have its own configuration
file. The channel for this stain (Cy5) wasmanually entered.

Figure 1: Scanswith segmented ROIsof CRC1 (left) and CRC59 (right).

ROI Selection

Square ROIs of ~600 µm per side were drawn at either the tumor center (CT) or the invasive
margin (IM). For each slide, ROIs were established, then segmentation was performed.

Segmentation

Segmentation allows us to partition each ROI into segments based on fluorescence.

For this example, we established two segments, one representing tumor, and one representing
stroma.

l Tumor segments were defined as PanCK + (Cy3 channel). The other channels were
ignored for this segment.

l Stroma segments were defined as Nuclei + (FITC channel). The other channels were
ignored for this segment.
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Figure 2: Segmentation settings for CRC1 (left) and CRC59 (right).
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Data Analysis
Counts from the nCounter run were uploaded into the GeoMx system. Both slides were added to
the Data Analysis queue, at which point we started a new Data Analysis study.

Figure 3: Data AnalysisSuite with CRC1 and CRC59 study initiated.
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Manage Annotations

Figure 4: Manage Annotationswindow after browsing for
annotations file

Since we wanted to have the option to
separate our data (i.e., MSS in one group,
MSI in another), we used the Manage
Annotations function to add tags to our
segments. From the Manage Annotations
button in the Scans pane, we selected the
Annotations template file button, initiating
the download of a spreadsheet pre- filled
with our data’s information. We can add
columns for segment tags and/or factors.
Factors are tags that have multiple sub-
categories which collectively span all
segments in a dataset. For example, the factor Segment Typemay have the sub-categories tumor,
stroma, and invasive margin.In this example, we have just added tags. We created columns to add
tags for:

l Segment type (tumor, stroma)

l ROI location (tumor center [CT], invasivemargin [IM])

l Sample type (MSS, MSI)

We saved the file and imported it in theManage Annotationswindow.
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QC

TheQC task is the only operation initially available. We left the default values.

l FOV Registration andBinding DensityQCs are standard nCounter controls.

l Positive and Limit of Detection controls are greyed out since Hyb Code Packs only
contain one positive control.

l Positive Control Normalization QC sets the acceptable range for the Positive ERCC
normalization factor. This normalization is calculated at this QC step.

l Minimum nuclei and surface area parameters give you the opportunity to flag segments
that fall below a set number of nuclei or a set surface area.

We had to enter a uniqueName for the dataset before theRun QC button would become active.

Out of all the segments, most passed QC, while a few did not. We can scroll through the list or
check the Show only failed box and start to investigate why (in this case, all failed samples had
nuclei counts <20). Segments that fail QC do not necessarily need to be excluded from analysis.
You may use the Back button to adjust parameters, if needed. Click Apply to accept the QC; any
failed samples will be tagged with a “failed QC” designation and the reason behind the designation,
allowing you to track them through analysis, as needed.
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Scaling

Figure 5: Scaling results in Summary section of Visualizations
pane.

This is a type of normalization which corrects
for variable surface areas or nuclei
populations. For this example, we left the
default setting, Scale to area , and the
default average type,Geometric mean.

We entered a unique Name for the dataset
and clicked theRun scaling button.

Once this was complete, we checked our
results by selecting Summary from the
Visualizations pane, then selecting the
Scaling tab. We were most interested in the
CD45 probe, so we selected that from the
Select probe field.

Typing “PanCK+” in the Color segments
by tags box allowed us to select the
PanCK+ tag and typing “stroma” allowed us to select the Stroma tag, coloring the datapoints by
type.

We observed a few outliers at the right side of the plot; they were all from the stroma. We
highlighted them and hovered over them to see what scan they were and to see to which segments
they correspond in the scans pane (evidenced by pink highlighting).

Figure 6: Data AnalysisSuite showing indicated points on plot in the Visualizationspane highlighted in the Scanspane.
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Normalization

Figure 7: Normalization window.

Normalization allows us to normalize our
data using the counts from specific probes.
We kept the default normalization type,
Housekeeping , and the default average
type, Geometric mean, options selected. If
not already selected, we check the boxes
next to S6, Histone H3, and GAPDH in the
probes list. In the preview of the
normalization at the bottom of the window,
these three probes appeared to have
consistent relative expression, so we opted
to keep them as our normalization probes.

We entered a unique Name for the dataset
and clicked theNormalize button.

Once this was complete, we checked our
results by selecting Summary from the
Visualizations pane, then selecting the Normalization tab. Here, we compared our normalization
factors to our scaling factors.

As we did earlier, we selected the PanCK+ and Stroma tags from the Color segments by tags
box, coloring the datapoints by type.

We observed a few outliers at the right side of the plot, and we could see that they were all
PanCK+. We clicked-and-dragged a box around them and right-clicked on the box. The pop-up
menu allowed us to zoom in, add tags to these segments, deselect these segments, or create a
segment group from these segments.
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Figure 8: Normalization results plot in Summary section of Visualizationspane. This figure shows the right-clickoptions for selected
points on plot.
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Background

Figure 9: Background Correction window.

Background correction allows us to adjust
for any non-specific binding of the antibodies
on the tissue. We chose to perform
background correction using default settings
Mean+2 and Signal to Background
Ratio. We selected only the IgG controls for
background probes. This allowed us to
estimate the mean background level, then
generate a ratio of count values for each
probe to the average background estimated
by the IgG counts.

We entered a unique Name for the dataset
and clicked theBackground correction button.

Once this was complete, we checked our results by selecting Summary from the Visualizations
pane, then selecting theBackground tab.

Weweremost interested in theCD45 probe, so we selected that from the list.

Figure 10: Background Correction results in Summary section
of Visualizationspane.
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Statistical Tests

Figure 11: Scanspane. This figure showsa filtered data set.
The user should click the Select Filtered button to select only

the circled segments.

We wanted to explore whether there was a
significant difference between the mean
values of known targets between MSI
segments and MSS segments using the
Statistical Tests function.

First, we went to the Scans Pane , chose
Stroma from the search box there, and
clicked the Select Filtered button. The
segment picker buttons representing these
segments are now circled in red.

Figure 12: Statistical Testswindow.

Next, we clicked the Statistical Tests
button. In the Tags for grouping box, we
entered MSI and MSS and clicked Add tag
for each.

We chose the T-test (non-paired) and no
multiple test correction.
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Figure 13: Volcano Plot. This plot will be accessible when the
Statistical Tests dataset is highlighted in the Datasets pane.

The resulting volcano plot was useful to
explore p-values and the difference in the
means of the two groups we were
comparing.

Figure 14: BoxPlot illustratingMSSandMSI data.

In addition, clicking on individual points
revealed a boxplot of the distribution. This
plot illustrated the up- regulation of this
particular probe inMSS vs. MSI tissue.
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Cluster Plot

Figure 15: Cluster Plot.

The cluster plot is useful to see what
segments are clustering together. In
addition, if a segment displays low signal
across most probes, you can see that here,
click on it, and exclude it from the study.

Before we explored this plot, we returned to
the Scans pane and clickedSelect All.

We highlighted a portion of a column and
were able to see the segment that it
originated from highlighted in the scans
pane. This allowed us add spatial context to
the patternswewere seeing in the plot.

Figure 16: Data AnalysisSuite. This figure showssegments highlighted in the Scanspane, illustrating the spatial location of a
selected portion of the plot in the Visualizationspane.
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Boxplots

Boxplots can be built to display distribution by segment or by probe. Plots can then be grouped by
stratifying by tags.

Here, we chose to build the boxplot by probe, then chose the tagsPanCK+ andStroma, thenMSI
andMSS to view the distribution of data in the context of our categories.

The legend that appeared to the right of the plot detailed the color assignments; we could click on
any of these to change any color assignments, if we wished.

If we would like to explore one particular probe, such as ICOS, we could search for the probe of
interest in the probe section of the Datasets pane. The live image changes to reflect this.

Figure 17: BoxPlot stratified byMSS/MSI and PanCK+/Stroma
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Export Visualizations

Figure 18: Export buttons

For the visualizations we wished to export, we did so by
clicking theExport .svg button.

Figure 19: Save andGear icons

Saving Visualizations

To save, we clicked the Save icon. We accessed saved
visualizations from the Saved Visualizations tab of the
Summary section. Here you can compare visualizations to
each other, if desired.
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